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Fusion expand their line of high quality instrument hybrid cases, with the Sound and Audio 
Series.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
Fusion instrument gig bags are favoured and respected by musicians worldwide for their supreme 
high quality, whilst offering portability and protection to which this British company has increased their 
vast and unique range with the Sound and Audio Series, featuring the DJ Back Pack, DJ Mix and 
Workstation DJ bags. 

The Fusion Sound and Audio Series was born following extensive research with professional DJ’s, 
with the aim to produce the ultimate protective soft case for the modern DJ on the move.  

Internally, all three models are superb in both design and attention to detail, where 20mm thick 
padded foam walls, dividers and deep spacious, zipped pockets ensure ultimate protection and 
storage for precious items. Headphones, CD’s, disc drives, hard drives, cables, AC Adaptors, digital 
cameras, wallets and mobile phones, are all easily stored and secured with ripstop polyester, Velcro 
straps and inner zips.   

The larger compartments have integral padded dividers that can be removed to create a void big 
enough to house small mixers and controllers, an AKAI APC40 or a Numark Omnicontrol mixer 
(measuring 318mm x 279mm x 63.5mm) for example, or laptops up to the size of 17", while the larger 
Workstation DJ will effortlessly cater for up to 50 Vinyl LPs, with ample room for accessories. 	  

Internal and external pockets, have sturdy inverted rubber zip pulls for a sleek profile, while the zip-
away opening system, allows quick and easy access to the main compartment. To ensure extreme 
comfort in transportation, all three bags can be carried messenger style, via the heavy duty, steel-
reinforced rubber carry handle, on the shoulder by means of the fully adjustable webbing strap with 
non-slip shoulder pad, or back pack style, where straps, chest harness and padded waist belt, can be 
stored within the unique rear padded lumber support pouch. 

All three bags are lightweight and optimised for travel with screen printed reflective Fusion branding 
rubber Fusion logos and commuter friendly reflective segment piping and print. 

As with all Fusion designs, the DJ Back Pack, DJ Mix and Workstation DJ bags are constructed from 
virtually indestructible, waterproof materials. The robust ripstop material, offers extreme resistance to 
scuffs and abrasions. With heavy duty textured base protection and hardwearing corner protectors, 
Fusion’s Sound and Audio Series is designed to go round the block more than once and survive a 
lifetime of abuse. Fusion’s Sound and Audio Series... the perfect choice for DJ on the move!  

FUSION Sound and Audio Series:  
SA-03 DJ Back Pack: rrp £95.SA-02 DJ Mix rrp £89. SA-01 Workstation DJ rrp £99.Finish Black/grey.                   
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